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1 Introduction
1.1 The Initiative
atlantis° is about upgrading humanity to a new conscious awareness. Of the reality we breath in, of the culture we live, in how we create. Of
wrapping the earth in a collective consciousness. It is an initiative to empower humanity, to support its development and enable a different
type of growth on this planet.

1.2 This document
1.2.1 WHAT IT CONTAINS
This document contains short descriptions of some of the services within the atlantis° ecosystem.
They are listed alphabetically.

1.2.2 THE WHY
It is to give an insight into the services being offered.

1.2.3 STATUS
Many of the services are in the conception phase.

1.2.4 STYLE AND WHO IT IS FOR
The style used in this brochure is more of a casual, informal style.
It is for everybody who has an interest in atlantis°.

1.2.5 CHANGES
Changes please to:
Editor team email: docs@coWorld.org

1.3 Symbols / Speak
Within this document words are used as a symbol for a thought, a concept, an idea. Due to the limitations of our language, some symbols have
multiple meanings, with visual and perhaps "negative" emotional anchors. An example is the word "God" - For some it is the divine, for others
it is an old man on a throne who throws people into hell. There are also concepts which the Egi - the chatter box within - also called the Ego or
innervoice which is constantly on air -will not like. Depending on your cultural background, your religious upbringing, your education or
experience, these concepts might cause the Egi to provoke a strong negative reaction within you. Please remember this whilst reading, to
look past the symbol for the contextual meaning, to read the document from a neutral point of view without judgement, with equanimity.
Follow your intuition or gut feelings.

1.4 Other Resources
OTHER DOCUMENTS
The following documents might be of interest:

Title

ItemID

Team

Link

atlantis° - Conceptual

en

it11013064

r°Rise

link

atlantis° - Why

en

it11013066

r°Rise

link

atlantis° - Objectives

en

it11013068

r°Rise

link

atlantis° - Services (Shorts)

en

it11013063

coWorld

link

atlantis° - Scopes

en

it11013067

coWorld

link

atlantis° - Wishlies

en

it11013072

atlantis°Today

link

r°Rise - Core Directives

en

it11013019

r°Rise

link

r° - Awareness

en

it11013065

cverse°Center

link

co°ism - Elementals

en

it11013071

almasis

link

where "en" = English, "de" = German.

WEB RESOURCES
atlantis°Today: The magazine - The front face of atlantis°. https://atlantis.today
r°Some: For information about the (awe) rsome r°, r1 and r2 mindset shifting. https://rsome.org
coWorld: Coordinating services for atlantis°. https://coworld.org

2 The Services
2.1 1stFamily.tv
1stFamily is an initiative to support the network of people across the globe, who feel a deep personal connectivity to each other.
The community is a place where individuals who want to change society can meet and coordinate activities for change.

2.2 aCourse.love
aCourse is a collection of services such as online courses, workshops, to support people and teams transitioning to r2. The focus is on the
mindset, on training the intuition and cognitive facilities.

2.3 almasis.com
**almaWe focus on the sharing of Alma - that of experience, ideas and knowledge. Creating tools for learning and communities to gestalt. To
foster a better earth.
almasis is a think°Foundry for alma - thoughts, experience and their gestalt. almasis carves out new solutions for old problems.
almasis - The sharing of Alma - that of experience, concepts and knowledge.
As a think°Foundry almasis creates standards and provides methods, tools to learn, create, and share.

2.4 atlantis.Today
atlantis°Today is an online magazine that focuses on atlantis° - on people and communities who are living a more conscious life.
atlantis° is an initiative to support the human race in its development. Topics include supporting people by their transition from an Ego driven
mentality to an intuitive guided mentality - with awareness, community living, cultivating cultural identity, gestalt of what is happening, to
building a coverse - a co-sharing universe of humanness.

2.5 ChooseDay.com
ChooseDay is an initiative to spread the idea of using the weekly Tuesday as a day to think about one's life, of getting new ideas on improving
life. ChooseDay can be enjoyed online and via local Eat'n'Meets, where guests can eat, celebrate, socialize with friends and meet new people.

2.6 coLife.dev
CoLife is collection of services to support the growth of Conscious Cultural Communities (c3).

2.7 colish.org
Colish is an initiative to establish a Common English across the world.
Its mission is to foster the harmonisation, simplification and standardisation of English spelling, enabling organisations to be more efficient,
children and adults to learn faster, and thus empowering individuals to more opportunity and joy.

2.8 coverse.tv
The Coverse is the conscious universe - our physical world of connected individuals, of organisations, who are consciously aware of the reality
they are breathing.
It is also a network of those who want to foster change in society and in the world for the better. It is about creating a universe of possibilities,
for joy, abundance and happiness.

2.9 coworld.org
coWorld is a set of services focused on the commons, community, co-creating, collaboration. On building an infrastructure to help humankind
live better.
It is a service provider and contributor to the atlantis° Initiative.

2.10 emuing.org
Emu - Empathy Me and U - is an initiative to help people be aware and to experience the magic that can unfold between two people when in an
r2 state.

2.11 foundrix.com
foundrix is a foundry for creating services and enterprises from ideas. It supports startups. It provides services to the atlantic° ecosystem and
supports r°Rise activities.

2.12 NICE2.center
NICE2 is an initiative to establish a basic rule set - a form of manners or etiquette, for a 'nice' interaction when two people meet. It is to foster
communication and integration around the world.

2.13 oneship.org
Oneship is an initiative to foster a grid of communities across the globe, where people can live in a state of r2 and abundance. Culture has a
high value and where alternative forms of existence such as living without belongings and money is also being lived.

2.14 peaceville.org
Peaceville is an initiative to foster villages across the globe that want to live in a state of r2.

2.15 peaceville-corps.org
The Peaceville°Corps is a service to help build oneship and peaceville communities in their transition to a state of r2. It is a global network of
individuals and communities.

2.16 plusify.org
Plusify is a collection of services supporting communities and areas in their growth, with the focus on cultural identity. Topics include the
development of 'regioplexes' - cultural areas - helping them to discover their unique characteristics and identity.

2.17 regioplex.org
Regioplex°Org is an initiative to remap the world with cultural identities. A regioplex is an area having its own cultural identity. It can be a
large urban area consisting of several cities, metroplexes, metropolis, regiopolis or even counties. They can spread over national borders.

2.18 ritually.org
Ritually is a service hub for the collection rituals: Of things to-do, which help to bring people together, to meet new people, to exchange
ideas, to increase social empathy, for more enjoyment within one's personal life, within families and within communities.

2.19 rMatrix.org
The r°Matrix initiative is to map the change in values between the r1 and r2 states, offering guidance to individuals and teams in their
transition.

2.20 rRise.org
r°Rise is an initiative to foster the transition of humankind to a state of r2. It builds on shifting awareness, of fostering r2 communities, of
bringing people together, and developing new tools for gestalting the future, for a better society.

2.21 rSome.org
r°Some is the awareness that we are living in a reality- r° -which we can use to our advantage for more joy, better lives, love, better sex, more
satisfaction and more success in life.
rSome.org is the community to develop and spread the awareness of r° and the toolset r°Some - that the awareness is a life changer - that it is
is awe'some.
It is supporting the atlantis° Initiative - To shift consciousness on this planet, bringing people together to build a better world.

2.22 rUnited.org
r°United is an initiative to bring people and organisations together who support r° and its spread around the globe.

2.23 syscoe.org
Syscoe is an initiative to foster the spread of, and to further the development of the syscoe toolset. Individuals and teams can use the toolset
to interact with the r4 (the systemic) thus supporting them in their transition to a state of r2.

2.24 teamly.dev
Teamly is an initiative to collate concepts and methods empowering teams in their growth towards improved culture and efficiency.

2.25 thinkMe.org
thinkMe is a collection of services for the spiritual and culture growth of individuals, teams and organisations.

2.26 united-foundations.org
United°Foundations is an initiative to build a global network of foundations that support r°Rise and the Coverse. Each national foundation
offers tax relief.

2.27 volkswork.com
volkswork is an initiative to build a service infrastructure to support r2 based communities such as oneships and peacevilles. This includes
financial services to enable their growth and to create Common Equity (CE).

2.28 vyombo.org
Vyombo is an initiative to bundle topics together, which loosely have their focus on "thinkful change", such as systemic analysis,
cleaning/healing, development of thinking tools.

2.29 whyyte.com
Whyyte services are focused on coordinating and fostering the use and protection of brands, products and intellectual rights. The services
include franchising, whitelabeling, within the atlantic°Today ecosystem and the coverse.

2.30 zenttr.com
zenTTr is a service hub offering a collection of community and administrative services for the atlantis° ecosystem and the coverse.

3 Topics table
The following table shows some of the topics within the atlantis° ecosystem and the corresponding service.

Topic

Service units

awareness

r°Some, r°Rise, thinkMe, r°Matrix, aCourse

backoffice

zenTTr

cleaning

vyombo, syscoe

communication

colish, NICE2

community living

oneship, peaceville, coLife

concepts

almasis

coverse

coverse

culture

NICE2, plusify

domains

zenTTr

empowerment

thinkMe, plusify, ChooseDay

finances

united°Foundations, volkswork

franchising

whyyte

fridays

FirstFriday, Cofriday, ritually

organisational culture

teamly

pair relationships

emu

regions

regioplex, plusify

relationships

emu, 1stFamily, NICE2

religion

r°United

regional development

plusify

rituals

ritually

self-improvement

thinkMe, r°Some

standards

almasis

startups

foundrix

systemic constellations

syscoe

teams

teamly

volunteering

peaceville°Corps, 1stFamily
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